
Recommended Settings
These are recommended settings for using Makerspace’s 3D printers. There are preparatory settings

and general settings, which are shared between both printer types, but also more specified settings which
are applicable only to that specific printer type. These specific settings will most likely be continually added
to as our experience with the new printers expand.

Preparatory Settings

The first thing to do in Cura slicer is to add a non-networked printer and choose either “Ender-5 Plus”
or “Ender-3 Pro”, under the manufacturer name of Creality3D. This specifies the build area available and
matches a few settings which are optimal for the printer.

Next, double check that the nozzle size is 0.4 mm OR matches the nozzle size of the printers which is
stated next to the printer name in the booking calendar. It is very important that this setting is correct AND be
aware that we may change out the nozzles of the printers which means that you have to change the nozzle
size in Cura.

Now click on the settings and choose Custom.



After the printer has been selected, the correct nozzle size has been chosen and Custom has been
clicked on, click on the 3 horizontal lines (“the pancake”) and choose Advanced.

After Advanced has been selected, hover over one of the tabs such as Quality, and click on the
settings icon.



This will then open up a new tab called Setting Visibility. This window contains all of the possible
settings one could manipulate within Cura, but the vast majority of them are unnecessary and are therefore
not checked in meaning that they will not be shown in the actual settings menu, which we will get to later.

There are however two settings that are good to adjust in order to maximise the success-rate of our
3D prints. These settings refer to the Initial Layer Acceleration, which controls the acceleration of the nozzle
between two coordinates for the most important initial layers, as well as Initial Layer Jerk which controls the
instantaneous speed-change when the nozzle quickly moves from a point to another point perpendicularly.

In the Setting Visibility window, search for acceleration and check in the two settings: Enable
Acceleration Control and Initial Layer Acceleration.



Now, instead of acceleration, search for jerk. Similarly, make sure to check in the two options: Enable
Jerk Control and Initial Layer Jerk.

You can now close down the Setting Visibility window. We will now begin with the settings in Cura
that one uses to manipulate the print.



General Settings

Under the Print Settings on the right side of the screen, you will see several tabs such as Quality,
Walls, Top/Bottom etc. Within each of these tabs are several settings that are relevant to the respective title
of the tab.

We will now go through each of the tabs and give an explanation to what each setting does as well
as our general recommended settings.

If some settings in each of the tabs aren’t mentioned, it is because these settings can be kept to
the default value.

Note: these settings are general and are made to give the broadest amount of successful prints. As stated in the beginning of the
document specified settings will be added over time for the Ender-3 S1 Pro and Ender-5 Plus respectively. These printer-specific

settings are found below and OVERWRITE the setting(s) given under General Settings/the default settings.

Quality: dictates overall quality, detail and general finish of the print.

- Layer Height: dictates the height of each layer where a smaller layer height significantly increases
resolution and detail while also significantly increasing the time it takes for print-completion. This has
a linear effect on time, where the same object printed with a layer height of 0.2 mm will take double
as long as a print with 0.4 mm layer height. The smallest layer height possible (and therefore highest
resolution possible is 0.04 mm, which is only used for incredibly fine prints where detail is crucial. The
outer layer (his face) of Albert Einstein’s bust print in Makerspace is for example printed with 0.08
mm, but took nearly 37 hours to print because of that). Recommended: A layer height of 0.2 mm is a
fantastic all-round layer height. If a fine print is wanted one can go down to 0.1 mm and if a fast print
is wanted one could go up to an absolute maximum of 0.4 mm which will however have a significant
negative effect on the quality.

- Initial Layer Height: similar to layer height, the initial layer height only adjusts the layer height of the
first few initial layers. A higher initial layer height will increase the total adhesion of the initial layers
to the build plate, which is crucial for a successful print which is why we usually want to increase this.
Recommended: If using a 0.4 mm nozzle, set this to 0.3 mm. A good rule of thumb is for this setting
to be roughly 75%-80% of the nozzle size.

- Line Width: the actual width of each line of filament. Under nearly all circumstances should the line
width match that of the nozzle. Recommended: match to the nozzle size.



Walls: manipulates the walls that make out the “carapace” or “shell” of the print. Increasing these settings

have a significant positive effect on rigidity and sturdiness of the print.
- Wall Thickness: dictates the thickness of each of the walls that make up the “shell” of the print. A

higher thickness increases structural integrity quite significantly. Recommended: Set between 1 - 2
mm is a good and sturdy standard.

- Wall Line Count: determines the number of walls that make up the print’s “shell”. If preview is
selected in Cura, the red wall will be the outermost one while green walls will be the interior
walls. Recommended: Keeping at 2 - 3 walls is a good standard.

Top/Bottom: sets which layers are set be the top (last to print) and bottom (first to print). Usually seen as

yellow in cura when slicing through the object. Recommended: no significant impact so keep as default.

Infill: manipulates the amount of inner “scaffolding” used for the interior of the print. Significant effect on

structural integrity.
- Infill Density: the percentile amount of the print’s interior that will be made with the “scaffolding”.

Diminishing returns after 25%. Recommended: Keep between 10% - 25%.
- Infill Pattern: different “scaffolding” patterns, which may give slightly anisotropic structural integrity.

Recommended: Most are good, especially cubic/grid/lines/triangles. NEVER use concentric however!

Material: manipulates settings which are specific for the material being used.

- Printing Temperature: the temperature of the nozzle. PLA melts at roughly 190 Celsius, and should
be printed between 190 - 210 Celsius. The lower end could give worse adhesion but better detail
fidelity, while the higher end gives better adhesion at the cost of fidelity loss since the PLA is less
viscous than the higher temperature. Recommended: A temperature of 200 Celsius will never go
wrong.



- Build Plate Temperature: the temperature of the actual build plate which the prints will be built
upon. A temperature higher than room temperature is needed in order to ensure that the PLA is still
somewhat visous/sticky so that the initial layers adhere and stick to the build plate. Recommended:
keep at around 60 Celsius. We have had successful prints even down to 50 Celsius, but 60 Celsius is
a safe bet. We no longer use glass build plates, which needed 80 Celsius before. Do NOT use 80
Celsius for the build plate on the new printers!

Speed: the speed at which the nozzle travels and prints at.

- Print Speed: the overhanging speed at which the nozzle prints and travels at. Slowing this down will
increase detail but obviously has a significant impact on total printing time. Recommended: keep
around 60 mm/s, new 3D printers can handle higher speeds well however so upping to 70 mm/s
could work too without any/much detail loss. Higher speeds can be tried if you enjoy rolling the
dice/are in a hurry.

- Infill/Wall Speed: The speed at which the infill/walls are printed at. Recommended: keep
these at default unless you want to go slow on the walls for detail preservation but faster on
the infill which isn’t seen.

- Initial Layer Speed: the printing speed of the initial layers. We want to slow this down in order to
maximise the chance of the initial layers adhering to the build plate. Recommended: set this to 8 - 10
mm/s.

- Enable Acceleration Control: make sure this is checked. Allows us to manipulate acceleration
settings. This setting is only visible if the Preparatory Settings section of the compendium was
followed.

- Initial Layer Acceleration: decides how fast the velocity of the nozzle can change when
travelling between points. Recommended: bring this down to 100 - 200 mm/s. This setting is
only visible if the Preparatory Settings section of the compendium was followed.

- Enable Jerk Control: make sure this is checked. Allows us to manipulate instantaneous speed-change
settings. This setting is only visible if the Preparatory Settings section of the compendium was
followed.

- Initial Layer Jerk: decides the maximum instantaneous speed-change when the nozzle goes
between points. Recommended: set this to 1 mm/s. This setting is only visible if the
Preparatory Settings section of the compendium was followed.



Travel: determines the travel of the nozzle and its filament retraction during movement. These settings can

remain as the default ones.

Cooling: determines the rate of cooling for the print by manipulating fan speeds. These settings can

remain as the default ones

Supports: adjusts the enabling of supports and their settings. These settings are highly dependent on the

print. Supports are ONLY recommended if large overhangs and unsupported islands are present.
- Generate Supports: enabling/disabling of supports. Recommended: highly dependent on the .stl

print. Turn on if overhangs and/or unsupported islands are present. The rest can be kept to default.
- Support Placement: this setting sets if supports are generated Everywhere or on parts that

are only Touching Buildplate. This determines if overhangs that need supports that go
“through” the model are present or not.



- Support Overhang Angle: this adjusts the angle at which overhangs will be supported. This
can be adjusted from the default value of 45 degrees if only larger overhangs want to be
supported.



Build Plate Adhesion: manipulates build plate adhesion type and size.

- Build Plate Adhesion Type: sets the build plate adhesion type to:
- Skirt: prints a few lines around the model in order to get rid of any previous filament and to

check if the build plate is level. Not recommended at all, nearly useless setting.
- Brim: prints a circular foundational base around the object while allowing the bottom of the

object to still have contact with the build plate. This somewhat increases build plate adhesion
and significantly helps with preventing sharp corners to become warped from thermal
contraction. Usually recommended.

- Raft: prints a whole layer underneath the object which acts as its own printed build plate. This
gives significant build plate adhesion as well as significant resistance to warping. Always
recommended.

Other Settings Tabs: the other tabs such as Dual Extrusion, Special Modes and Experimental adjust

settings that manipulate dual extrusion when there are two nozzles on the printer (which we do not have);
advanced settings; and experimental beta settings provided by Cura respectively. These are advanced and
can be experimented with at your own risk, apart from the Dual Extrusion settings, since Makerspace does
not as of yet have any printers capable of dual extrusion since they all have only one nozzle.



Specific Printer Settings

Here are settings that are specific to either the Ender-3 S1 Pro or the Ender-5 Plus. This list may be
updated more in the future after Makerspace employees/avid 3D printers have had more experience with the
new printers. As stated in the note present in the beginning of the General Settings section, these
printer-specific settings are intended to OVERWRITE the respective given setting(s) under General
Settings/the default settings.

Ender-3 S1 Pro

Travel: these settings can be adjusted IF and only IF you are printing using the Ender-3 S1 Pro.

- Retraction Distance: the distance the filament is retracted by when moving between points. Since the
Ender-3 S1 Pro uses a direct drive in the nozzle, this can actually be decreased in order to save time.
Recommended: set to 0.8 mm. Adjust this back up in 1 mm increments if stringing is persistent.

- Retraction Speed: the speed at which the filament is retracted. This can also be increased.
Recommended: set to 40 mm/s. Lower with increments of 5 mm/s if stringing is persistent.

Ender-5 Plus


